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9.1

春日上方即事

4

8

好讀高僧傳，
時看辟穀方。
鳩形將刻杖，
龜殼用支牀。
柳色春山映，
梨花夕鳥藏。
北窗桃李下，
閑坐但焚香。
9.2

汎前陂

4

8

秋空自明迥，
況復遠人間。
暢以沙際鶴，
兼之雲外山。
澄波澹將夕，
清月皓方閒。
此夜任孤棹，
夷猶殊未還。
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Juan 9: Recent style poems
9.1
Things encountered on a spring day at a mountain monastery
They’re fond of reading “The Lives of Eminent Monks”;
Often they observe the methods for avoiding grains.1
Figures of doves carved on their staffs,
4 They prop their couches with tortoise shells.2
Willow hues set against the spring hills;
Pear blossoms hide the evening birds.
By the north window, under peach and plum,
8 I sit idly, just burning incense.

9.2
Drifting on the front lake
The autumn sky is bright and high;
The more so with people far away.
I delight in the cranes at the edge of the sand
4 And the hills that rise beyond the clouds.
The limpid wavelets turn tranquil with the dusk;
Clear moonlight gleams in the peaceful calm.
Tonight I resign myself to a single oar;
8 Drifting and not returning yet.

1 Removing grains from one’s diet is a necessary step in becoming a Daoist Transcendent.
2 Both images refer to ancient Han customs appropriate for the very aged.
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9.3

游李山人所居因題屋壁

4

8

世上皆如夢，
狂來或自歌。
問年松樹老，
有地竹林多。
藥倩韓康賣，
門容向子過。
翻嫌枕席上，
無那白雲何。
9.4

登河北城樓作

4

8

井邑傅巖上，
客亭雲霧間。
高城眺落日，
極浦映蒼山。
岸火孤舟宿，
漁家夕鳥還。
寂寥天地暮，
心與廣川閒。
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9.3
Traveling to Mountain Recluse Li’s residence; I then wrote this on
the wall of the house
The world of men is all like a dream;
When madness comes, sometimes I sing to myself.
I ask the age of the old man under the pines;
4 He has some land, with many bamboo groves.
For medicine he asks Han Kang to sell to him;1
His gate will admit Master Xiang when he visits.2
Though I do dislike it, I can’t prevent
8 The white snow from falling on pillow and mat.

9.4
Written when climbing the gate tower at Hebei 3
The town stands above Fu cliff;4
The guesthouse rests among clouds and mist.
From the high city wall, I gaze out on the setting sun,
4 And the farther bank, distinct against the gray-green hills.
Fire on the riverside – a lone boat passes the night;
Fishermen’s houses – evening birds return.
Lonely and desolate, twilight on heaven and earth;
8 My mind is as calm as the broad current.

1 See note to 5.3.11.
2 Xiang 向 (or Shang 尚) Ziping 子平 was a Han era man who went off traveling
to the five mountains after his family was grown and married.
3 In the Tang district of Shanzhou 陝州 in southwestern Shanxi.
4 Fu Cliff was said to be the home of the Shang era recluse Fu Shuo 傅說.
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9.5

登裴迪秀才小臺作

4

8

端居不出戶，
滿目望雲山。
落日鳥邊下，
秋原人外閒。
遙知遠林際，
不見此簷間。
好客多乘月，
應門莫上關。
9.6

被出濟州

4

8

微官易得罪，
謫去濟川陰。
執政方持法，
明君無此心。
閭閻河潤上，
井邑海雲深。
縱有歸來日，
多愁年鬢侵。
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9.5
Written when climbing the small terrace of Flourishing Talent
Pei Di
You don’t leave the door of your settled dwelling;
Cloudy hills are everywhere you gaze.
The setting sun descends beside the birds;
4 The autumn plain is calm beyond human presence.
Afar, I know that from my distant forest edge
I cannot see the eaves of your house.
You’re fond of many guests who come to enjoy the moon –
8 So your porter never locks the gate.

9.6
I am sent to Jizhou 1
Easy for a minor official to offend;
Now I am exiled to the south bank of the Ji River.
Those in power have applied the law;
4 An enlightened ruler had no such intentions.2
Village lanes rise above riparian ground;
Towns are hidden deep in sea clouds.
Even if there is a day for my return,
8 I grieve much at the gray invading my temples.

1 Composed in 721, when first learning of his appointment to distant Jizhou in
Shandong.
2 I.e., officials in power are responsible for the poet’s exile, not the emperor.
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9.7

千塔主人

4

8

逆旅逢佳節，
征帆未可前。
窗臨汴河水，
門渡楚人船。
雞犬散墟落，
桑榆蔭遠田。
所居人不見，
枕席生雲烟。
9.8

使至塞上

4

8

單車欲問邊，
屬國過居延。
征蓬出漢塞，
歸雁入胡天。
大漠孤烟直，
長河落日圓。
蕭關逢候騎，
都護在燕然。

1 Not identified; probably the name of a temple.
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9.7
My host at Thousand Pagodas 1
I encounter a fine season at the hostel;
But my journeying sails can’t proceed yet.
The windows overlook the waters of the Bian;
4 Boats from Chu cross over by the gates.2
Chickens and dogs are scattered through the village;
Mulberry and elm shade the distant fields.
I see no one who is living here;
8 From pillow and mat clouds and mist arise.

9.8
Sent to the frontier on a mission
A single carriage is investigating the borders,
Where the tribute states stretch beyond Juyan.3
Traveling tumbleweeds emerge from the Han frontier;
4 Returning geese enter northern barbarian skies.
From the great desert a lone line of smoke rises straight;
By the long river the setting sun is round.
At Xiao Pass he meets an army scout:4
8 “The Protector-General is at Yanran Mountain.”5

2 This likely takes place near a northern section of the Grand Canal (sometimes given
the name of the Bian River, whose course it followed), hence the boats from Chu.
3 Or “[the carriage] passes the tribute state of Juyan,” or “the supervisor of tribute
states passes Juyan.” Now in Inner Mongolia.
4 In Ningxia, Yuanzhou prefecture.
5 Now in Inner Mongolia. After a victory against the leader of the Xiongnu, the
Eastern Han general Dou Xian 竇憲 proceeded deep into foreign territory and
erected a stele commemorating his victory on this mountain (with an inscription
by the famous historian Ban Gu 班固).
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9.9

晚春閨思

4

8

新妝可憐色，
落日卷羅帷。
鑪氣清珍簟，
牆陰上玉墀。
春蟲飛網戶，
暮雀隱花枝。
向晚多愁思，
閒窗桃李時。
9.10

戲題示蕭氏外甥

4

憐爾解臨池，
渠爺未學詩。
老夫何足似，
弊宅倘因之。
蘆笋穿荷葉，
菱花罥雁兒。
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9.9
Boudoir thoughts in late spring
Recent make-up, and adorable hue;
She rolls up the gauze drapes in the setting sun.
Incense from the burner purifies the precious mat;
4 The shadow of the wall ascends the jade stairs.
Spring insects fly through the lattice doors,
Sparrows at dusk are shaded by the flowering branches.
Toward evening she has many melancholy thoughts –
8 By the idle window in the season of peach and plum.

9.10
Composed as a joke and shown to my maternal nephew
of the Xiao clan
I love that you overlook the pool;1
Your old man never took up verse.
I, an old geezer, am hardly good enough to resemble you,2
4 Though perhaps I can leave you my battered old house.3
Reed shoots poke through the lotus leaves;
Caltrop flowers snag on goslings.

1 An allusion to the Eastern Han scholar Zhang Zhi 張芝, who studied by a pool
and turned the water black with his ink. Wang Wei is saying that the nephew is
an avid scholar.
2 See note to 8.2.2.
3 Wei Shu 魏舒 (Jin era) was adopted by the Ning 甯 family, who was told by a
geomancer that their house would produce an outstanding nephew.
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8

郗公不易勝，
莫著外家欺。
9.11

秋夜獨坐

4

8

獨坐悲雙鬢，
空堂欲二更。
雨中山果落，
燈下草蟲鳴。
白髮終難變，
黃金不可成。
欲知除老病，
惟有學無生。
9.12

待儲光羲不至

4

重門朝已啟，
起坐聽車聲。
要欲聞清佩，
方將出戶迎。
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It wasn’t easy for Master Chi to prevail;
8 So don’t end up bullying your maternal relations!1

9.11
Autumn night, sitting alone
Alone I sit, grieving over my graying temples.
Empty hall, nearing the second watch.
In the rain the mountain fruit fall;
4 Under the lamp, weed crickets cry.
White hair, impossible to change in the end,
Just as gold cannot be created.2
If you wish to know how to rid yourself of old age and illness:
8 There is only the study of Non-rebirth.

9.12
Waiting for Chu Guangxi, who never came
The double gates have been open since dawn;
I rise, sit down again when I hear the sound of a carriage.
It seems like I hear the clear sound of your pendants,
4 Then I go out to welcome you at the door.
1 When Wang Xianzhi 王獻之 and his brother Huizhi 徽之 visited their uncle
Chi Yin 郗愔, they always acted with great politeness. After Chi Yin’s son Chao
超 died, they started treating Yin with rudeness. Yin remarked that they wouldn’t
dare treat him like that if his son were still alive.
2 A reference to the two main goals of Daoist alchemists: elixirs for immortality,
and the secret for turning base metals into gold.
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晚鐘鳴上苑，
疏雨過春城。
了自不相顧，
臨堂空復情。
9.13

聽宮鶯

4

8

春樹遶宮牆，
宮鶯囀曙光。
欲驚啼暫斷，
移處哢還長。
隱葉棲承露，
排花出未央。
游人未應返，
為此思故鄉。
9.14

早朝
柳暗百花明，
春深五鳳城。

1 Bronze pillars erected by Emperor Wu of the Han for the collection of condensed
dew (the dew was used for the decoction of immortality elixirs).
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Evening bells ring in the upper garden;
Sparse rain passes over the city walls in spring.
I understand now that we won’t see each other –
8 I stand in the reception hall – again, my feelings all in vain.

9.13
Listening to orioles in the palace
Spring trees surround the palace walls,
And palace orioles warble in the morning light.
Just startled, their cry is halted for a moment;
4 They move, their prolonged chirping resumes.
Hidden in leaves, they nest on the dew-collecting pillar;1
Pushing aside flowers, they emerge from Weiyang Palace.2
A traveler who has yet to return,
8 Because of this, longs for home.

9.14
Early dawn
Willows are dark, all the various flowers bright;
Spring is deep in Five Phoenix City.3

2 An imperial palace of the Han era.
3 During the reign of the mythical Shao Hao 少昊, five phoenixes appeared, each
of different colors, to dance on the capital city walls. This is a poetic locution
for the capital.
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城烏睥睨曉，
宮井轆轤聲。
方朔金門侍，
班姬玉輦迎。
仍聞遣方士，
東海訪蓬瀛。
9.15–9.17

愚公谷三首（青龍寺與黎昕戲題）
1.

4

愚谷與誰去，
唯將黎子同。
非須一處住，
不那兩心空。
寧問春將夏，
1 The famous scholar and jester of Emperor Wu’s during the Han. For Gold Horse
Gate, see note to 4.8.4.
2 A court lady during the reign of Emperor Cheng of the Western Han renowned
for her virtue. She is most famous for supposedly composing the poem “Song of
Resentment”怨歌行 lamenting her loss of the ruler’s favor.
3 Reference to Emperor Wu’s desire to find the secret of immortality – here, by
employing magicians (“masters of methods”) to find the islands of the Transcendents. This poem may be a satire on Xuanzong’s similar Daoist interests.
4 Name for a residence of a recluse. The Shuo yuan has original story: “Duke Huan
桓 of Qi went out hunting, and entered a valley in pursuit of a deer. He saw an
old man and asked him, ‘What valley is this?’ He replied, ‘It’s the Valley of Master
Foolish.’ ‘Why?’ ‘It’s named after me.’ ‘You don’t look so foolish, as far as I can
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City crows – dawn on the parapets;
4 Palace well – sound of the sweep.

Dongfang Shuo attends at Gold Horse Gate,1
Ban Jieyu greets his carriage of jade.2
I hear that he still is sending masters of methods
8 To the eastern sea to find the isles of Peng and Ying.3

9.15–9.17
The Valley of Master Foolish: three poems 4 (written in jest with
Li Xin at Qinglong Monastery)

1.
Who will go to Foolish Valley with me?
I can only go with Master Li.
Not because we must live in the same place –
4 Rather, we have no choice, because both our minds are empty.
Then why ask if it’s spring or summer,

see. How is that naming it after you?’ ‘Let me explain. I once possessed a cow. It
gave birth to a heifer, and when it grew up I sold it and bought a colt. A young
man said, “A cow can’t give birth to a horse.” And he took the colt away from
me. A neighbor heard of this and thought I was foolish, and so he named this
valley the Valley of Master Foolish.’ Duke Huan replied, ‘You really were stupid!
Why did you give him the colt?’ He then went home. The following morning
he told this to Guan Zhong 管仲. Guan Zhong straightened the folds in his
robe and bowed twice. ‘I am the foolish one. If a Yao had been on the throne
and a Jiu Yao was acting as minister of justice, would there be anyone stealing
colts? Then if an old man encountered aggression such as this, he would not have
given up his colt. He gave it up because he knew that the system was unfair.
Allow me to withdraw and rectify things.’”
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8

誰論西復東。
不知吾與子，
若箇是愚公。
2.

4

8

吾家愚谷裏，
此谷本來平。
雖則行無跡，
還能響應聲。
不隨雲色暗，
只待日光明。
緣底名愚谷，
都由愚所成。
3.

4

8

借問愚公谷，
與君聊一尋。
不尋翻到谷，
此谷不離心。
行處曾無險，
看時豈有深。
寄言塵世客，
何處欲歸臨。
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And who debates about going west or east?
But I don’t know whether it’s you or I
8 Who can be Master Foolish there.

2.
My house is in Foolish Valley –
But this valley has always been flat.
And even though my actions leave no traces,
4 I can still respond to others like an echo to a sound.
This place doesn’t need the clouds to darken;
And it just waits for the sun to brighten up.
Why is it called Foolish Valley?
8 It’s becomes that way if you act foolish.

3.
Inquiring after the Valley of Master Foolish,
For a time I go seeking with you.
But don’t seek it and you’ll get there anyway –
4 Because this valley isn’t separate from the mind.
Never a path there that’s treacherous;
There are no depths when you look.
I send word to those in the dusty world –
8 Where is it you’re planning on going?
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9.18

雜詩

4

8

雙燕初命子，
五桃新作花。
王昌是東舍，
宋玉次西家。
小小能織綺，
時時出浣紗。
親勞使君問，
南陌駐香車。
9.19

過秦皇墓 （時年十五）

4

古墓成蒼嶺，
幽宮象紫臺。
星辰七曜隔，
河漢九泉開。
有海人寧渡，
無春雁不迴。

1 Conventional handsome man in many Tang poems.
2 A Warring States poet from Chu famous for his physical beauty.
3 A trope taken from yuefu poems describing a lovely girl named Mochou 莫愁.
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9.18
(Poem without topic)
A pair of swallows first call for their chicks;
The five peach trees have just bloomed.
Wang Chang is her neighbor to the east;1
4 Song Yu occupies the western house.2
When very little she could already weave patterned silks;3
From time to time she goes out to wash gauze.
She personally compels the emissary to inquire,
8 As he halts his fragrant carriage in the southern lane.4

9.19
Visiting the tomb mound of the First Emperor (composed
at fifteen)
The old tomb mound turned to a green ridge;
This underworld palace mimics the Violet Terrace.5
Stars and planets – these seven luminaries are in their places;
4 The river of stars spread out over the Nine Streams.6
There is a sea, but what man would cross it?7
No spring here – geese will not return.

4 See note to 5.18.
5 Violet Terrace: both the name of an imperial palace and a term for Daoist palaces
in Heaven, so this may be mocking the Qin emperor’s desire for eternal life.
6 Descriptions of the tomb note that stars and planets were painted on the roof
(the Seven Luminaries are the sun, moon, and five known planets). Nine Streams
is a term for the underworld.
7 The tomb was said to contain a lake of mercury. This may also refer to the emperor’s
futile attempts to discover the islands of the immortals in the eastern sea.
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更聞松韻切，
疑是大夫哀。
9.20–9.23

故太子太師徐公挽歌四首
1.

4

8

功德冠群英，
彌綸有大名。
軒皇用風后，
傅說是星精。
就第優遺老，
來朝詔不名。
留侯常辟穀，
何苦不長生。
2.

謀猷為相國，
翊贊奉乘輿。
1 See note to 7.8.4.
2 This was Xiao Song 蕭嵩, appointed to this position in 736. He died in 749.
“Coffin Pulling Song” is a form of conventional dirge.
3 The Yellow Emperor discovered his minister Feng Hou after a prophetic dream
revealed the man’s name to him. When Fu Shuo, a minister of the Shang emperor
Wuding died, he became a star in the “tail” constellation.
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And I also hear the sharp harmony of the pine trees,
8 That seems like a lament from some minister of state.1

9.20–9.23
Four coffin-pulling songs for the Grand Preceptor of
the Heir Apparent, the Duke of Xu 2

1.
His achievement and conduct surpassed all worthy men;
Embracing all things, he had great renown.
The Yellow Emperor made use of Feng Hou,
4 And Fu Shuo became the spirit of a star.3
He retired to his estate, an old statesman honored;
When he came to court, an edict allowed him to omit his name.4
The Marquis of Liu always avoided grains;
8 So how could it be that he was not long-lived?5

2.
Devising plans, he served the state as minister;
He assisted the ruler, attending upon his carriage.

4 Officials were required to give their name and position on any documents they
submitted at court; this was waived in the case of particularly honored or highranking ones.
5 The Han minister Zhang Liang 張良 practiced many proto-Daoist habits for the
sake of his health, including avoiding eating grains. Xiao Song was also a devout
Daoist.
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劍履升前殿，
貂蟬託後車。
齊侯疏土宇，
漢室賴圖書。
僻處留田宅，
仍纔十頃餘。
3.

4

8

舊里趨庭日，
新年置酒辰。
聞詩鸞渚客，
獻賦鳳樓人。
北首辭明主，
東堂哭大臣。
猶思御朱輅，
不惜汙車茵。

1 This line is probably meant to state simply that the emperor enfeoffed Xiao Song
in a manner similar to the ancient Zhou rulers.
2 When the Qin was overthrown and Liu Bang 劉邦 (the future emperor Gaozu)
and his allies entered the capital, Liu Bang’s minister Xiao He 蕭何 was careful
to obtain and then hide away Qin’s official documents – which later proved of
great use when Liu founded the Han.
3 Simurgh Islet: poetic designation of the Chancellery.
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Allowed to keep sword and shoes when ascending the throne hall,
4 In marten and cicada pin he was entrusted to the entourage.

Made Marquis of Qi, the emperor allotted him land;1
The House of Han relied on the documents he procured.2
He only kept a farm for himself in a remote region,
8 Barely ten or so hectares in size.

3.
In his old village, he was tutored by his father;
And when each New Year came, it was a time for holding banquets.
Hearing poems, he was a sojourner on the Simurgh Islet;3
4 Presenting rhapsodies, a man in the Phoenix Mansions.4
With head buried toward the north, he bids leave of his enlightened
lord;5
In the eastern hall they mourn the great minister.6
I still remember him driving his vermilion carriage,
8 Not caring if his cushions were soiled.7

4 Phoenix Mansions: a designation of residence of imperial princesses. This may
be a reference to Xiao Heng 衡, Xiao Song’s son, who married a Tang princess.
5 Standard burial procedure, according to the Liji.
6 Ritual specified that rulers should mourn those who have died in the eastern hall
of the palace.
7 Alluding to the Western Han official Bing Ji 丙吉. His carriage driver once got drunk
and threw up in Bing’s carriage. Bing refused to dismiss him, saying that putting up
with some soiled cushions was better than destroying the man’s livelihood.
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4.

4

8

久踐中台座，
終登上將壇。
誰言斷車騎，
空憶盛衣冠。
風日咸陽慘，
笳簫渭水寒。
無人當便闕，
應罷太師官。
9.24–9.26

故西河郡杜太守輓歌三首
1.

4

天上去西征，
雲中護北平。
生擒白馬將，
連破黑雕城。

1 The middle of the three asterisms referred to as the Three Eminences; they correspond to the high government positions known as the Three Dukes (the middle
one being the Director of Works, later associated with Councilor-in-Chief ).
2 Alludes to Xiao’s time as Military Commissioner of Hexi.
3 The scenery surrounding the funeral procession.
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4.
Long he trod the Central Eminence asterism,1
In the end he ascended to the altar of commander-in-chief.2
Who would think he would sever himself from war carriages and
cavalry;
4 And we remember in vain this illustrious official.
The scenery in Xianyang is dreary;
Reeds and flutes are cold along the Wei waters.3
No one is appropriate to fill his position;
8 Best to leave vacant the post of Grand Preceptor.

9.24–9.26
Three coffin-pulling songs for the Late Prefect Du of
Xihe Commandery 4

1.
He departed on a western campaign, riding off into the distant sky;
The Yunzhong prefect guarded Beiping.5
He captured the White Horse general alive;6
4 In succession destroyed the cities of the men with scarred foreheads.7

4 The subject is Du Xiwang 杜希望, the father of the historian Du You 佑. He
was active as a military official on the frontier. There are also four coffin-pulling
songs for him by Cen Shen. He died ca. 746.
5 Reference to two Han military officials whose competence kept the Xiongnu
from attacking their prefectures: Li Guang 李廣 at Beiping, and Wei Shang 魏尚
at Yunzhong.
6 A Xiongnu leader killed by Li Guang.
7 In pre-imperial times, men of Wu were said to blacken their teeth and scarify
their foreheads. Here, general term for barbarians.
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忽見芻靈苦，
徒聞竹使榮。
空留左氏傳，
誰繼卜商名。
2.

4

8

返葬金符守，
同歸石窌妻。
卷衣悲畫翟，
持翣待鳴雞。
容衛都人慘，
山川駟馬嘶。
猶聞隴上客，
相對哭征西。
3.

4

塗芻去國門，
祕器出東園。
太守留金印，
夫人罷錦軒。
1 Term for Du; allusion to the tally system of issuing military orders common in
early China.
2 Alluding to Du Yu 杜預, who composed his commentary on the Zuo zhuan only
after an outstanding military career.
3 Confucius’s disciple Bu Shang later taught in Fenzhou, located at Xihe.
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Suddenly we suffer from seeing the straw funeral effigies,
In vain we hear now of the glory of the emissary with bamboo tallies.1
Only his commentary on Master Zuo has been left to us;2
8 Who now will continue the fame of Bu Shang?3

2.
The prefect of the metal tally comes back to be buried,
Returning together with Shiliu’s wife.4
Rolling up her robes, we lament her pheasant feather ornaments;5
4 Holding our funeral fans, we await cockcrow.
By the ceremonial guard the capital citizens are anguished;
By hills and streams the teams of horses whinny.
Still I hear that the men of Longshang
8 Face one another and sob for the West-Pacifying General.6

3.
The clay funeral carriage and its straw effigies leave the capital gate;
His coffin emerges from the palace’s East Garden.
The prefect leaves behind his metal seal of office;
4 His lady has given up her carriage with brocade curtains.
4 Zuo zhuan, Duke Cheng 2 tells of a woman fleeing an enemy army who first
inquired whether the marquis and the army commander (her father) had successfully escaped capture; only after learning they were safe did she seek to escape
herself. The marquis honored her sense of propriety and rewarded her husband
with the city of Shiliu. This suggests that Du was brought home to be buried
with his wife.
5 This refers to the earlier mourning for Du’s wife.
6 Comparing Du to Latter Han general Geng Bing 耿秉, who served at Liangzhou
and was popular with the local Xiongnu, who bitterly mourned his death.
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旌旄轉衰木，
簫鼓上寒原。
墳樹應西靡，
長思魏闕恩。
9.27–9.28

故南陽夫人樊氏輓歌二首
1.

4

8

錦衣餘翟茀，
繡轂罷魚軒。
淑女詩長在，
夫人法尚存。
凝笳隨曉旆，
行哭向秋原。
歸去將何見，
誰能返戟門。
2.

石窌恩榮重，
金吾車騎盛。
1 A Han prince died out in his fief, still hoping that he could return to the capital.
After he died, all of the trees on his grave fell to the west in the direction of the
capital.
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Banners turn toward the withered trees;
Flutes and drums rise from the cold moor.
The trees on his mound ought to fall to the west,
8 For he always thought of the grace granted from the palace
watchtowers.1

9.27–9.28
Two coffin-pulling songs for the late Madam Fan, Duchess
of Nanyang

1.
Left behind – her carriage in brocade with pheasant feather screens;
Left too her carriage with carved wheel hubs and fish-scale patterns.
The poem about the virtuous woman will exist forever;2
4 And the lady’s model behavior is still preserved.
The slow and murmuring pipes follow the dawn pennants,
We walk sobbing toward the autumn moors.
When we return again, what will we see?
8 Who could go back to her home’s halberd gate?3

2.
The honor bestowed on Shiliu was substantial;4
Carriages and riders from the Imperial Insignia Guards are plentiful.5
2 Reference to the epithalamium of Shijing 1.
3 Officials and noblemen of a certain rank were allowed to erect a gate made of
halberds to display their status.
4 See note on 9.25.2.
5 Madam Fan’s husband was a commander of the right Imperial Insignia guard.
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將朝每贈言，
入室還相敬。
疊鼓秋城動，
懸旌寒日映。
不言長不歸，
環珮猶將聽。
9.29–9.30

吏部達奚侍郎夫人寇氏輓二首
1.

4

8

束帶將朝日，
鳴環映牖辰。
能令諫明主，
相勸識賢人。
遺挂空留壁，
迴文日覆塵。
金蠶將畫柳，
何處更知春。

1 Her husband was Daxi Xun 達奚珣, who was later executed for surrendering to
An Lushan. Written ca. 743–745.
2 This image is drawn from one of Pan Yue’s poems mourning the death of his
wife.
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Every time he went to court, she would give him advice;
4 When he came home again, they would treat each other with respect.

Beating drums – the city walls in autumn shake;
The cold sun shines on the hanging funeral banners.
Silent, we do not return for a long time;
8 We still listen for the sound of her jade waist pendants.

9.29–9.30
Two coffin-pulling songs for Madam Kou, the wife of Vice Minister
Daxi of the Ministry of Personnel 1

1.
She tied his sash on days when he went to court,
And his waist pendants would shine in the dawn light through
the window.
She could make him remonstrate with an enlightened lord,
4 And persuade him to recognize worthy men.
Hangings she left behind vainly remain on the walls;2
Her palindrome poem daily gathers dust.3
Gold silkworms and painted willow –4
8 When will she ever know the spring season again?

3 Alludes to a famous example of female authorship: The fourth-century woman
Su Hui 蘇蕙 composed a palindrome of 841 characters into a brocade and sent
it to her unfaithful husband Dou Tao 竇滔.
4 Gold ornaments in the shape of silkworms were often buried with the dead in
early times, and later became a stand-in for burial objects in general. A “painted
willow” was a form of funeral carriage.
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2.

4

8

女史悲彤管，
夫人罷錦軒。
卜塋占二室，
行哭度千門。
秋日光能澹，
寒川波自翻。
一朝成萬古，
松柏暗平原。
9.31–9.35

恭懿太子輓挽歌五首
1.

何悟藏環早，
纔知拜璧年。
翀天王子去，

1 In Zhou times, there were female scribes appointed to record the actions of the
queen. Later on, this became a general term for female scribes. They characteristically employed a crimson-colored writing brush, which later became a general
symbol for female authorship.
2 The two peaks of Mount Song.
3 The twelfth son of Suzong, Zhao 佋, who died in 760 at the age of eight. He
was posthumously granted the title of Grand Prince and the name Gongyi.
4 When Yang Hu 羊祜 was a child, he requested that his nurse give him a gold
ring that he claimed to own. When the nurse replied that he had no such ring,
he went to a neighbor’s house and found a buried ring that was the possession
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2.
The female scribes lament with their crimson brushes;1
The lady has surrendered her brocade carriage.
They divined a grave plot located at the Two Houses;2
4 We walk sobbing past a thousand gates.
The light is so pale from the autumn sun;
The waves of the cold stream topple down.
One morning turns into an eternity;
8 Pine and cypress are dark on the level plain.

9.31–9.35
Five coffin-pulling songs for Crown Prince Gongyi 3

1.
How early he became aware of buried rings!4
He barely knew the year for worshipping the jade disk.5
Soaring into the sky, Wangzi Qiao has departed;6

of a son who had died there earlier. People speculated that he was the reincarnation of the boy. Here it seems to be a general comment on the late prince’s
cleverness.
5 Zuo zhuan Duke Zhao 13: King Gong 共 could not decide which of his five
sons should be appointed heir apparent. He secretly buried a jade disk at a shrine
and prayed that the spirits would make the appropriate son worship at the place
where it was buried. Only the youngest child, the future King Ping 平, worshipped at that very spot.
6 The Transcendent Wangzi Qiao 王子喬 was originally the crown prince Jin 晉
of King Ling 靈 of Zhou. He was fond of playing the reed organ. Later he
disappeared, riding a white crane.
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對日聖君憐。
樹轉宮猶出，
笳悲馬不前。
雖蒙絕馳道，
京兆別開阡。
2.

4

8

蘭殿新恩切，
椒宮夕臨幽。
白雲隨鳳管，
明月在龍樓。
人向青山哭，
天臨渭水愁。
雞鳴常問膳，
今恨玉京留。

1 After the Jin court fled the north in the early fourth century, the Emperor Ming
明 when still a child was asked whether the sun or the lost capital of Chang’an
was closer. First he replied, “Chang’an, because I have never heard of anyone
coming from the sun.” Then he changed his answer and said, “The sun, because
I can see it, but I can’t see Chang’an.”
2 When the Han emperor Cheng 成 was a boy, he was summoned by his father
Emperor Yuan 元. He was late in attending on his father because he refused to
take a shortcut that would make him cross a road reserved for the emperor’s
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4 When his son faced the sun, the sagely lord treasured him.1

Winding through the trees, he has already left the palace;
The nomad fifes grieve – the horses refuse to go on.
Though he was permitted to cross the imperial way,
8 The capital must now open a separate funeral lane for him.2

2.
In thoroughwort halls the recent favor is earnest;
In pepper palace, evening mourning is profound.3
The white clouds follow his phoenix pipes,4
4 The bright moonlight remains at Dragon Gate tower.5
People sob, facing the green hills;
The sky grieves, looking down on the Wei waters.
At cock-cry, he would always ask about his parents’ meals;6
8 Now we mourn that the Jade Capital has detained him.7

3
4
5
6
7

carriage. His father, impressed, issued an edict granting him special permission
to do so.
Both terms for the women’s residence in the palace. “Recent favor” refers to the
posthumous granting of crown prince status.
See note to 9.31.3.
Dragon Gate tower: Where the prince had lived in the palace.
Alludes to a description of King Wen in the Liji that shows him inquiring after
his father’s health at earliest dawn and making sure that his meals pleased him.
See note to 1.3.6.
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3.

4

8

騎吹凌霜發，
旌旗夾路陳。
禮容金節護，
冊命玉符新。
傅母悲香褓，
君家擁畫輪。
射熊今夢帝，
秤象問何人。
4.

4

8

蒼舒留帝寵，
子晉有仙才。
五歲過人智，
三天使鶴催。
心悲陽祿館，
目斷望思臺。
若道長安近，
何為更不來。
1 Gold-tallied one – refers to a high ranking official. Here, probably refers to the Metropolitan Governor, who was ordered by the emperor to oversee the prince’s funeral.
2 A reference to posthumous honors.
3 Zhao Jianzi 趙簡子 (Spring and Autumn era) during an illness had a visionary
dream in which he went to the palace of God on High (di) and shot two bears.
4 Cao Chong 曹沖, a son of Cao Cao’s, was known to be particularly clever, though
he died only at the age of twelve. When Cao Cao was given an elephant and was
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3.
Cavalry music comes forth, braving the frost;
Pennants are displayed, lining the road.
The gold-tallied one guards the standards of ritual;1
4 The emperor has newly made him crown prince with a jade tally.2
His godfather and his nurse grieve over his scented swaddling,
The lord’s household throngs around the painted carriage wheels.
Now he shoots a bear as he dreams of God on High;3
8 Whom now can we ask about weighing an elephant?4

4.
Cangshu kept the emperor’s affection after his death;5
The son Jin had the talent of a Transcendent.6
At four years old, he surpassed others in wisdom;
4 The Three Heavens have sent a crane to hurry him away.7
His mother’s heart grieves over Yanglu lodge;8
His father strains to make out the Longing Terrace.9
If he said that Chang’an is nearby,
8 Why is it that he comes no more?10

wondering how it could be weighed, Chong suggested putting it in a boat, marking how far down the boat sank, then filling the boat with weighable things until
it reached the same level.
5 Cao Chong (see 9.33.8). His polite name was Cangshu.
6 See note to 9.31.3.
7 In one Daoist cosmological model, the Heavens are divided into “Three Clarities”: Jade Clarity, Highest Clarity, and Great Clarity.
8 In the Han, the Yanglu Lodge was where palace ladies gave birth.
9 Liu Ju 劉據, the crown prince of Emperor Wu of the Han, was unjustly accused
of witchcraft and eventually hanged himself. The emperor, when he discovered
his son’s innocence, built “Longing for My Son Terrace” (si zi tai) on the location
of his death.
10 See note to 9.31.4.
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4

8

西望昆池闊，
東瞻下杜平。
山朝豫章館，
樹轉鳳凰城。
五校連旗色，
千門疊鼓聲。
金環如有驗，
還向畫堂生。
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5.
To the west we gaze toward the breadth of Kunming Lake;
To the east, look toward the plain below Duling.
The hills face the Yuzhang Lodge;
4 The trees turn about Phoenix city.1
The sight of the linked banners of the Five Colonels,2
The sound of drums beating at a thousand gates:
If the story of the gold ring holds true,
8 He will be born once more in painted halls.3

1 These are all poetic Han-era names for places around the capital.
2 Five Colonels were five army officers prominent in the Han army. Here, indicates
the participation of the military at the funeral.
3 See note to 9.31.1.

